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ABSTRACT

Our previous work showed that decision-making performance could be improved by providing a “decision space”: information that summarizes the terrain of plausible outcomes resulting from a range of options. We have shown in earlier work that providing this decision space yields the first level of “option awareness,” enabling decision makers to visually identify the most robust option that will provide satisfactory outcomes across the broadest swath of plausible futures. Our current work investigates a deeper level of option awareness, comprehending the conditions that tend to lead to better or worse outcomes for the options, which we believe can result from interactive data mining of a decision space. This paper documents our analysis of the requirements for a novel interactive decision support system (DSS) that will, for the first time, combine interactive data mining techniques with a frequency-formatted decision space visualization. Using mock-ups and a prototype of our initial DSS design, we illustrate how the requirements might be met.

Introduction

Command and control (C²) operations often involve time-sensitive, safety-critical decision-making in uncertain circumstances. Accordingly, we are researching decision support techniques that have the potential to assist multiple C² domains, beginning with emergency response C² as an example. A broad consensus is emerging that emergency responders and crisis managers could benefit from this type of research because “decision support systems can be used to reduce the time needed to make crucial decisions regarding task assignment and resource allocation” (Thompson et al. 2006, p. 250). In addition, our own research (Drury et al. 2009) has shown that providing such decision spaces results in better, faster and more confident decisions.

In our experience, responders have told us “Just give us more situation awareness and we will make better decisions.” Situation awareness (Endsley, 1988; Endsley, 2000) occurs when operators perceive facts about a volume of time and space, comprehend those facts, and are able to predict the state of the environment in the near future. But knowing a compendium of facts about the situation, which Hall et al. (2007) call the situation space, is a necessary yet insufficient prerequisite to decision making (e.g., Belton and Stewart, 2002). Decision makers must also know what options are available and analytical information that facilitates knowing which option is preferable; Hall et al. (2007) call this the decision space. When decision makers have sufficient decision space information to comprehend the relative quality of one option versus another, we say they have option awareness (Drury et al., 2009; Klein et al., 2010).

Currently, most decision support systems (DSSs) designed for emergency response concentrate on providing information about the situation space. The RimSim (Campbell et al. 2008) emergency response system, Zographos and Andrountopoulos’s (2008) integrated hazardous materials routing and emergency response decision support system, the DORAMA disaster management system (Kondaveti and Ganz, 2009), and commercial systems such as CoBRA (Defense Group, Inc., undated) all concentrate primarily on providing facts about the situation.
Provided only with a situation space, decision makers often generate an analysis of options – the decision space – in their heads. In familiar circumstances, but under time pressure and uncertainty, experienced decision makers assess the situation and respond with the first option that seems to be satisfactory (Lipshitz et al., 2001; Klein, 1999). When the relative quality of the different available options is not immediately apparent, decision makers mentally simulate sequentially the possible results of one option after another (Phillips et al., 2004), again stopping at the first apparently satisfactory option. There are limits, of course, to the number of options that can be considered under time pressure (Klein and Brezovic, 1986). As the number of possible options becomes overwhelming, unaided decision makers may simply default to the easiest option to implement rather than make an otherwise satisfactory choice (e.g., Sethi-Iyengar et al., 2004).

So, choosing a robust option from among many is difficult due to limitations in the brain’s short-term memory capacity (Cantor, 2009). However, a computer-generated display of the decision space can offload this cognitive processing to the computer, which then displays the resulting range of outcomes for each potential option under various plausible environmental conditions. This visualization approach allows the decision maker to actually see the relationships between options that are otherwise obscured rather than requiring them to mentally simulate each one (Drury et al., 2009). By returning choice to a perceptual comprehension process, we enable decision makers to apply their more powerful visual, pattern matching capabilities rather than their more limited capacities for mental simulation.

In fact, our previous work showed empirically that providing a visualization of the decision space did improve decision-making accuracy, speed, and confidence (Drury et al., 2009, Liu et al., 2011). We showed that supplying this decision space yields the first level of option awareness, enabling decision makers to visually identify the most robust option that will provide satisfactory outcomes across the broadest swath of plausible futures. Our current work investigates a deeper level of option awareness, comprehending the conditions that tend to lead to better or worse outcomes for the options, which we believe can result from interactive data mining of the decision-space.

This paper provides a first look at how we plan to use data mining techniques to provide enhanced option awareness. It documents our analysis of the requirements for a novel interactive decision support system (DSS) that will, for the first time, combine interactive data mining techniques with a frequency-formatted decision space visualization, as described below. Using mock-ups and a prototype of our initial DSS design, we illustrate how the requirements might be met. This paper ends with our plans for completing and validating the new DSS, and our thoughts on applying decision space visualization techniques to other C2 domains.

**Visualizing the decision space**

Computer-based forecasting models can assess dozens of options with hundreds of variations due to uncertainty, resulting in a landscape of plausible outcomes. Bankes (1993) terms this approach exploratory modeling. The variations are generated because each option has a number of variables associated with different elements of the situation space. Changing some variables results in different options, while changes in other variables (those that may interact with the options) are beyond a decision maker’s control. For example of the latter case, responders may be alerted to an explosion but are initially uncertain regarding the size of the explosion. The
forecasting model can recalculate the results of choosing a particular option many times, each time using a different value for the explosion’s initial magnitude. Further, the forecasting model can be run multiple times to take into account the uncertainty regarding executing the course of action defined in the decision option. Consider how traffic congestion between the fire station and the site of the explosion introduces uncertainty regarding the percentage of fire trucks that will be successful in getting to the scene and also the times that may elapse before the trucks arrive. Because computing power is now much more readily available than in the past, it is possible to run many different combinations of explosion size, percentage of fire trucks arriving at the scene, and times for the trucks to arrive.

Each run of the model can be scored according to a multi-attributed utility function (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993). For example, runs to evaluate the efficacy of sending three fire trucks to the explosion can be scored using overall cost as a metric, adding the cost of sending the trucks to the property damage that ensues, the casualties suffered, and opportunity costs. Casualty cost can be calculated as the sum of medical care for injuries, lost productivity due to recovery time, and the value assigned to lives lost via insurance actuarial tables. Opportunity costs occur when resources that are allocated to the present event are needed for emergencies that happen in the near future. (Although mutual aid agreements exist to help neighboring municipalities, such a situation almost always involves sending responders from longer distances and thus slows response, which can be critical when responding to time-sensitive disasters such as large fires.) When there is a principled basis for doing so, the scoring components can be weighted and combined so that they are each given different emphases that reflect the values of the decision makers. Alternatively, each can be normalized to a common scale (e.g., z-scores) but not combined, and then plotted as described below, so that the components themselves can be compared.

The different combinations of variables over multiple runs results in a range of costs associated with each option. A frequency format approach to displaying the results depicts all of the values of the runs in a frequency distribution for each option. Prior research (Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1995; Hoffrage and Gigerenzer, 1998) has shown that information consumers can comprehend the results more readily when the information is presented in the form of frequency distributions instead of probabilities. Comparisons among distributions can be further facilitated by using graphical statistical summaries such as box plots (Tukey, 1977), with one box plot depicting the range of plausible results for each option. Figure 1 shows an example box-plot visualization showing the range of potential results from sending between zero and five fire trucks to an emergency event.

When scoring components are not combined, for each run a value could be plotted for each component, which could be color-coded to facilitate comparing costs among components. In this way, the z-scores for lives lost and for property damage under one option could be compared with each other and with those individual components under another option.

This exploratory modeling method of calculating multiple possible results is different from the frequently used method of calculating one run per option, based on the most likely conditions, in an attempt to find the optimal option. While an optimal plan will return the highest expected return on investment, under deep uncertainty (Lempert et. al., 2003), optimal strategies lose their prescriptive value if they are sensitive to uncertainty about situational conditions. That is, selecting an apparently optimal strategy may lead to poor outcomes if conditions diverge from the assumed values. Thus the option indicated by an optimal strategy can be a poor choice when there are multiple plausible futures for each option, as is the case in this example.
Figure 1: A surface visualization of decision space provides Option Awareness. Fire trucks are needed to get to victims on a second floor awning. The box plots reveal the distribution of resulting costs and show that over-allocating resources results in high costs.

Chandrasekaran (2005) and Chandrasekaran and Goldman (2007) note that the approach of running many forecasting model calculations using all plausible combinations of variables can reveal robust options. Robust options are those that result in acceptable outcomes across the broadest swath of plausible futures. In the example shown in Figure 1, sending one fire truck is forecasted to result in the lowest median cost, as indicated by a comparison of the lines bisecting each box plot. Sending one fire truck also results in the lowest-cost worst case and best case, as indicated by the top and bottom “whiskers” of each box plot. Winning on these three box-plot characterization parameters indicates that this option is the most robust: the most insensitive to variations in the elements in the situation space.

Perception of the relative robustness of alternative options is termed level-1 option awareness (Klein et al., 2010). We are now using data mining of the decision space as a way of investigating level-2 option awareness: comprehension of the relationships between factors underlying the option outcomes; we believe this can lead to level-3 option awareness: projection of these underlying relationships to adjusted or new options. In other words, decision makers who have attained level-3 option awareness understand the factors driving better or worse outcomes to the extent that they can take steps to minimize the factors that tend to lead to bad outcomes and maximize the factors that lead to good outcomes, thereby yielding improved options. We have conjectured that applying interactive data analysis techniques can enable C2 operators to test hypotheses about apparent relationships between conditions and outcomes, which is key to attaining level-2 option awareness. These interactive visualizations should lead to better comprehension of these interactions, potentially enabling decision makers to modify options to develop more robust alternatives.

**Data mining the decision space**

In general, data mining is the analysis step of the process of discovering knowledge in data (Fayyed et al. 1996). More specifically, Wikipedia (2011) defines data mining as “the process of
discovering new patterns from large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics and database systems. The goal of data mining is to extract knowledge from a data set in a human-understandable structure.”

Our initial efforts to apply data mining to a decision space have focused on mining the mission outcomes resulting from running an enhanced version of the NeoCITIES simulation model (Jones, 2006) for a variety of different operational conditions related to fire/rescue emergencies. NeoCITIES was developed as a team-based decision-making test environment in which test participants are presented with various emergency situations and are asked to make decisions regarding the number of resources to send to each emergency event. We took the NeoCITIES time-stepped, event-based simulation model originally developed at Pennsylvania State University and increased its fidelity.

In the example decisions that we describe in this paper, decision makers can choose to send more or less fire fighting equipment, and choose where the equipment originates (i.e., Station A or Station B). The simulation model also incorporates other characteristics associated with the emergency event such as its initial magnitude, the location of the fire, and traffic congestion. Based on these scenario characteristics the simulation computes how long it takes the fire fighting equipment to arrive on the scene, how much damage the fire causes, etc. Even though these latter scenario characteristics are outside the control of the decision maker, knowing about them helps the decision maker to understand how the conditions that characterize the emergency are affecting outcomes.

We used the Weka (University of Waikato, undated; Witten et al., 2011) open-source, general-purpose data mining tool on the NeoCITIES data to determine which conditions lead to better or worse outcomes. First, expert judgment is used to define the criterion cost that delimits good versus bad outcomes from the simulation. Then we use the J48 algorithm (University of Waikato, undated) implemented in Weka to produce a classifier tree, which is a hierarchical structure starting with one node representing a scenario attribute that provides the greatest discrimination among outcomes. At each successively lower level tree branches either lead to another discriminatory factor or to a leaf node: the leaf nodes in the tree represent a set of outcomes that occur under a set of conditions that are described by the discrimination path traversed through the tree to get to the node. While this particular tree-format will not likely be the format in which results will ultimately be presented to users, it does represent the type of data that will underlay that ultimate presentation.

The results from this type of data mining can be used as part of pre-planning, when the location of fire stations and assignment of fire resources are being considered. We also see a potential use in an Incident Command Center real-time during the emergency event. To be used in real-time, the classifier tree can be translated into a playbook: the decision maker can assess the situation, find those conditions in the playbook and see what is recommend to do to obtain good outcomes.

It is easiest to explain how we are using classifier trees via an example. The classifier tree in Figure 2 shows the attributes in oval-shaped nodes, the different attribute values on the arcs connecting the nodes, and the results (or outcomes) in the rectangular leaf (or end point) nodes. Based on the criterion set by expert judgment, the outcomes are labeled as good, moderate (i.e., satisfactory) or bad. Each leaf node in the tree becomes a part of a “rule” that is derived from the data produced by running the model under different conditions. To illustrate these data-derived
rules, we have labeled three of the leaf nodes with Example 1, Example 2 and Example 3. The rules for each of these nodes are as follows:

Rule for Example 1: when two or fewer trucks are used, the outcome is always bad.

Rule for Example 2: if the initial magnitude of the fire is small (<= 3) and more than two trucks are used from Station A, then the outcome is always moderately good.

Rule for Example 3: if the initial magnitude of the fire is small (<= 3), more than three trucks are sent from Station B, and they arrive in less than seven minutes, then the outcome is always good.

By noting such rules, decision makers could learn that if the fire is small, they should send three or more trucks from Station B if traffic is light (because otherwise a transit time of seven minutes is not possible); otherwise they should send three or more trucks from Station A. This data mining approach thus illuminated an otherwise obscured relationship between traffic congestion and resource allocation.

Figure 2. Classifier tree for determining how many fire trucks to send from each station. Three nodes are labeled as examples and are explained further in the text.
Requirements
As a step towards developing an interactive DSS that exploits level-2 and 3 option awareness, we defined requirements that would enable us to verify that the eventual DSS will have the intended functionality and usability. We have composed these requirements in a domain-neutral fashion to make them generically applicable.

Concurrent with requirements definition, we have been developing notional DSS interaction mockups. These informal sketches of user interfaces that incorporate data mining of the decision space serve two purposes. First, they can help to explain the ideas embodied in the requirements. Second, and perhaps more importantly, they serve as a proof-of-concept to show that the requirements can, in principle, be satisfied. The figures in this paper come from the mockups.

At the highest level, the interactive DSS should aid the C^2 operator (who we now call “the user,” to be more general) in discriminating among the options to determine the one that has the most robust outcomes.

1.0 Overall Goal
The system shall enable the user to see which options have more robust outcomes.
- Rationale: to aid understanding decision choices, users will want to find options that will have a majority of good, or at least satisfactory, outcomes.

For example, an option may have a distribution of outcomes, with one outcome being very costly and the rest of the cases having lower costs, as illustrated in Figure 3. If the high-cost case is due to a preventable circumstance, then, after modifying the option to prevent that outcome, all of the remaining outcomes may have satisfactory costs and therefore the option would be much more desirable. Thus there is value in being able to see individual outcomes and their conditions, so that options could be amended to be more robust.

1.1 Robustness Support
Robust options are defined as options that have possible results (outcomes) that are acceptable to users over a broad range of cases developed under many different sets of conditions.

1.1.1 The system shall enable the user to identify options that are more or less robust.
- Rationale: This provides option awareness level 1.

1.1.2 The system shall enable the user to see options, when they exist, that have the possibility of being made more robust after being modified to mitigate the conditions leading to bad outcomes and/or facilitate conditions leading to good outcomes.
- Rationale: This constitutes option awareness level 2 and 3. Options that have conditions that lend themselves to being shaped are more attractive.
To see the distribution of results from cases for a particular option and determine whether the option could be improved implies that the DSS needs to support the user in exploring the data. The following are the general requirements related to data exploration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.2 Data Exploration Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For the requirements in this section, “conditions” refer to the variable data parameters that were used for the simulation model run that resulted in a particular outcome. These requirements support option awareness level 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.1 The system shall support the user in exploring the data in real-time, such that the user can immediately see the relationship between the change in their selection and the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rationale: Research shows that performance can be improved by allowing people to make dynamically changing selections and see the results of the changes in real-time (Williamson and Shneiderman, 1992).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.2 The system shall support the user in identifying which conditions yield similar outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rationale: Users want to know what conditions will tend to lead to better or worse outcomes so that they can choose or modify an option with the result that more satisfactory outcomes will occur.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the requirements above cover the top-level goals of data exploration, more specific requirements are needed to ensure that users have adequate support for exploring the outcomes and the conditions underlying them. We conjecture that decision makers will use one or both of two starting points:

- Start with the options’ outcomes and look at the conditions underlying them. The decision maker may want to take this approach to see what conditions may be causing particularly good or bad outcomes. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4, since one option’s outcomes are selected.
- Start with the conditions and see what outcomes will result from applying those conditions. This approach may be helpful when a decision maker is reasonably sure that certain conditions will occur, so he or she may want to look at only those outcomes that correspond to the likely conditions. In this way the decision maker can choose the option whose outcomes are all at least satisfactory under the expected conditions. Because the relevant outcomes are on its low end, option 1 in Figure 5 depicts this approach.

Further, decision makers may want to take either of these approaches when looking at one or multiple options:

- The conditions that yield good or bad outcomes may differ between options. Those options whose conditions can be shaped are preferable. Therefore the decision maker will explore good/bad outcomes one option at a time. Figure 4 illustrates this situation.
- Viewing multiple options may be of interest when trying to determine the conditions that lead to similar outcomes across multiple options. See Figure 5.
Figure 4. The user identifies on the box plots which cost ranges of outcomes are bad (B), moderate (M), and good (G), and the classifier tree (described above in Figure 2) indicates which conditions generate the outcomes that fall into those ranges. While the cost ranges are highlighted for a single option, it is also possible to highlight a single set of cost ranges across all options and a tree will be generated accordingly.

Figure 5. The user identifies a moderate condition in the classifier tree and it interactively highlights the outcomes in green that occur due to that condition. The columns of dots depict the individual outcomes that underlie, and are summarized by, the box plots. While multiple options’ outcomes are highlighted, it is also possible to highlight the data for a single option.
The capabilities of starting with outcomes versus starting with conditions, and viewing one versus multiple options, yields a 2x2 matrix, as seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Combinations of Number of Options and Data Exploration Starting Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Point</th>
<th>Number of Options Explored</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes for Single Option → Conditions (see Figure 4)</td>
<td>Outcomes for Multiple Options → Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions → Outcomes for Single Option</td>
<td>Conditions → Outcomes for Multiple Options (see Figure 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requirements 1.2.3.1 – 1.2.3.4 below are structured to account for all four of the combinations in Table 1. Because the detailed requirements related to data exploration pertain to the capabilities given to users for exploring the data, we express them as graphical user interface (GUI) support requirements.

1.2.3 GUI Support for Data Exploration

1.2.3.1 The system shall enable the user to select the outcomes that are satisfactory, better than satisfactory, and worse than satisfactory for a single option and view the conditions that would lead to those outcomes.
   - Rationale: users will want to identify conditions that affect options differently.

1.2.3.2 The system shall enable the user to select the outcomes that are satisfactory, better than satisfactory, and worse than satisfactory across multiple options and view the conditions that would lead to the outcomes for those options.
   - Rationale: users will want to find common conditions that work across a number of options, when they exist.

1.2.3.3 The system shall enable the user to select the conditions for a single option, and view the outcomes to which these conditions lead.
   - Rationale: users may know that a condition is likely to occur; thus they would like to know the associated outcomes.

1.2.3.4 The system shall enable the user to select conditions across multiple options, and view the outcomes to which these conditions lead.
   - Rationale: same as for 1.2.3.3.

Two additional requirements round out the set. One facilitates comparing simultaneously the conditions that pertain to two outcomes, and the other expresses the need for a way to view data in a summary fashion.
Discussion and future plans

Although we have used as an example a display of outcomes based on box plots and a display of conditions based on binary classifier trees, alternative visualizations could be substituted for these two decision space depictions. Reflecting this reality, the requirements are not specific to a particular visualization type. The requirements are also not specific to the emergency response C² domain, thus increasing their potential utility for use in other C² domains. The 2x2 matrix for options and starting points provides a structure to ensure that the requirements cover the important aspects of the user interaction functionality.

We are currently building a DSS in accordance with these requirements that incorporates the data mining and visualization approaches described in this paper. We plan to run human-in-the-loop tests on this DSS to determine the effect of adding this type of level-2 and level-3 option awareness information into the decision space.

We are also beginning to work with a more complex simulation model of state stability and insurgent recruitment. Work with this model and related intelligence analysis will provide us with further insight regarding how such decision space products can be accommodated into an analysis workflow. Additionally, we are working with a group of crisis managers at a major eastern US airport. These crisis management C² subject-matter experts are providing us increased insight into how crisis management works in their jurisdiction and are providing feedback regarding how a decision space can be tailored to best support them.
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